Payment Reform in BC Hospitals
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Hospital Funding Policies: Alternative Level of Care Update
BCHeaPR Study Data Bulletin #11 (December 2012)
Convention holds that we need more hospital beds to
relieve pressure on emergency departments and improve
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access to surgical care. Patients who suffer long waits in
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Impact of the Incentive

Figure 1 shows the trend over the past six fiscal years is of
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Figure 2 shows that the number of beds filled by patients

Figure 2: ALC activity in four largest hospitals (IHA and

ready for discharge in the largest hospitals in VIHA and

VIHA), 2006/07 to 2011/12, for hospitals beginning ABF in
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Conclusion

The time series data presented in the figures above provide a high-level perspective regarding ongoing increases
in ALC days in the healthcare system in BC. However, we
cannot definitively attribute changes in ALC days to ABF
policies. This project will continue to calculate and report
on indicators that are important for evaluating the effects
of the introduction of ABF in BC hospitals.

ALC days

for Kelowna General and Victoria General show only
slight increases in recent years.
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The data source is the Discharge Abstract Database
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as non-residents who received health care services in BC.
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